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surer Joseph Chong, the MP
for Batu, commented that Lim
should be the first to be
investigated.
But, obviously, the situation in
UMNO bas reached critical
proportions. Many of the
party's top leaders today are
all too familiar with money
politics. Indeed, some of them
are probably where they are
today because they resorted to
money politics in previous
party elections. Already,
he UMNO leader- thing new in UMNO and in UMNO Ministers and Deputy
ship's decision to bar other Malaysian political par- Ministers have been issued a
candidates
from ties. Gerakan, for instance, is stem warning to stop using
campaigning for the party's
their positions as a platform to
campaign for top party posts.
elections in October has raised
eyebrows in political circles.
The ban on campaigning, howThe move was apparently trigever, favours the incumbents
gered by concern that candidates were resorting to unethior those with high profile jobs
in government, who are guarcal practices in the run- up to
anteed
publicity no matter
the polls. Candidates were
what they do. Deserving cansaid to be using money to win
didates, with a solid track
votes from delegates.
record in a particular area, face
But by banning campaigning,
difficu lty in making themselves
known nationally. Such
the party has exposed itself to
charges that its party elections Dr. Lim Keng Yaik . Reported one cast of an unlevel playing field has
money fHJlitic~ to i\CA
only pushed money politics
thi s time will be less than
underground.
grappling
with
serious
allegademocratic. What's more, the
ban on campaigns merely at- tions of money politics - imtempts to suppress the exter- plicating its senior leaders -in Aspiring candidates areresonnal manifestations of money the run-up to its party elections ing to innovative measures to
politics but fails to attack its in October. Gerakan president, side-step the ban. UMNO \iceroot causes.
Dr Lim Keng Yaik was quoted president Najib Razak was
as saying, ' One case of money reported as saying the party
CRITICAL
politics has even been reported was investigating talk that delPROPORTIONS
to the Anti- Corruption egates had been sending their
Money politics is not some- Agency (ACA).' Party trea- account number-. to candidates

g
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via post to demand money in
exchange for votes. Perlis
UMNO, for instance, even received reports that several
members had offered money
to get selected a-; delegates to
the party's general assembly.
Najib himself came under fire
for attending what seemed 1ike
a routine official function.
UMNO president Dr Mahathir
Mohamad knows how serious
the problem is. He expressed
regret that some party leaders
and members were campaigning for posts and indulging in
money politics despite the
ban.
At one stage, Mahathir said
that candidates involved in
money politics were flooding
luxury hotels in the capital to
hold campaigns and bribe delegates. 'Hotels in Kuala
Lumpur are full of these
people. Not only are candidates giving out money, there
are also delegates to the general assembly coming here
with the hope to make money,
to sell their votes,' he was reported as saying. He warned
that he would name UMNO
candidates who resorted to
money politics.
He also ordered all closeddoor party functions at divisional and state level to be
cancelled immediately. Ministers and other leading can-

didates are now wary of participating in anything that
could leave them exposed to
complaints that they had violated the ban on campaigning.

PANADOL
FOR A MIGRAINE?

Banning campaigns to curb
money politics is like taking a
panadol to stop a splitting migraine. It's not an appropriate
prescription - though it may
offer a brief respite. The pain
may disappear temporarily but
the headaches will return in

Daruk Serf Najib Rozak : Delegates
demanding money in exchange .for vole.~

other forms - "thank you" advertisements inserted by corporate sympathisers, and political statements in the media,
to mention a couple - to haunt
the party.
Ironically, even the party's
disciplinary committee beaded by deputy president
Anwar Ibrah im,- whose duty
A/iran Monthly 1996: 16(7) Page 5

it is to investigate complaints
about unethical practices, has
not been spared. Complaints
were said to have been received against the disciplinary
committee members, who are
the incumbent UMNO vicepresidents.
This prompted party president
Dr Mahathir Mohamad to set
up a special committee - comprising himself, Anwar, secretary-general Mohammed
Rahmat and party veterans to investigate complaints involving candidates contesting
top posts.
The curbs against campaigning are getting increasingly
stringent. But the UMNO leadership has failed to cut the
roots of money politics in the
party - roots that run deep.
Where are these roots? They
lie in the interconnection of
political and business interests
- a complex web intertwining
those in business with those in
politics.
It's a web that snares many. The
upper echelons in the party stand
to gain much from their positions of power. Senior party
leaders, their relatives and their
associates have access to business opportunities, large share
allocations and perks -lucrative
rewards that fuel greed and ambition in others who want a slice
of the action.

'Some have gone into UMNO
for the wrong reasons: to get
position, power and wealth,'
observes social activist Dr
Mustafa Anuar, 'as opposed to
providing service to th e
people.' No wonder, they are
willing to se11 their souls to
scramble up the party hierarchy, ready to win at all costs though, admittedly, there are
those who genuinely want to
serve the community.
A CULTURE OF GREED

The larger culture of greed and
selfishness that has engulfed
the nation has also fuelled
money politics. In an age
where the free market is worshipped, where wealth is glorified, where rapid devel-opment is espoused as a new religion, greed and selfishness
have trampled on traditiona1
va1ues.
The pursuit of wealth at all
costs that we see today is, in a
sense, a by-product of the
New Economic Pol icy (NEP)
of the 1970s and 1980s. Under the NEP, the Malays were
exhorted to become more aggressive in seeking wealth
and in grabbing opportunities.
A new term was coined "Melayu Baru" (the New
Malay) -to describe this brash
new breed.

IOtherse,Malaysians
too are, of
equally guilty of sue-

cnmbing to greed. For all its
vagueness, Mahathir's Vision
2020 does include some lofty
aspirations. But thus far, Malaysians have been fired solely
by the Prime Minister's overriding vision of unbridled economic growth and of "development" at all costs in pursuit
of the cliched ''industrialised
nation status."

drome. One peek into their palatial homes is enough to diagnose them as chronic ~uffer
ers of the syndrome. StilL
Anwar's warning is tirnel) .

But then. Ministers and other
elites - with their designer
suits and posh foreign cars who dine at the fmest hotels
and live in the grandest mansions should be the last ones
Such single-mindedness has to lecture Malaysians, who are
inadvertently resulted in struggling against inflation,
wholesale materialism and about the evils of expensive
greed among Malaysians. taste.
' The values have changed,'
says Mustafa. 'The emphasis The culture of greed and mais on materialism instead of terialism so prevalent in
social justice and compas- today's world has swamped all
sion.'
areas of public life, including
the political stage. Few enter
Anwar Ibrahim himself has al- politics-today with idealistic
luded to this pervasive culture notions of serving the people.
of greed. He expressed con- Instead, politics i!> now seen as
cern with the way Malaysians the fast track to wealth.
were dressing themselves and
LEAD BY EXAMPLE
furnishing their houses and offices with expensive foreign Many Malaysians will welimports. 'We have been af- come effective efforts to stem
flicted with the "expensive money politics. If leading
taste syndrome", buying im- politicians are serious about
ported goods for ourselves, fighting money politics, they
decorations for our house and should start with themselves
others,' he was quoted as say- and lead by example.
mg.
At the very least, all of them
should
declare their assets - inWhat Anwar has not stressed
is that many top political lead- cluding money held in foreign
ers, along with their relatives bank accounts - to the public
and associates in business, are annua11y. This declaration
themselves seriously afflicted should be certified by an indewith the expensive taste syn- pendent public accountant.
A/iran Momhly 1996: 16(7) Page 6

and subject to further scrutiny
by an independent Commission for Good Government.

campaigns. ' If it is wrong to
be involved in money politics
in party elections, how can it
be right to indulge in money
politics during general elections to get elected? How different is it?' asks Aliran president P Ramakrishnan.

Next, relatives of Ministers
and of top politicians should
not receive special share allocations, which should be used
to improve the Living standards of poorer Malaysians.
Indeed, Barisan leaders have
no qualms about enticing votAll privatisation projects ers during general elections by
should be subject to open ten- promising more on-the-spot
der so that connected indi- fmancial allocations and betviduals will not be favoured.
Politicians should also distance themselves from business tycoons who are anxious
to cultivate connections- and
to lobby for more contracts
from the government.
The ACA should be made
truly independent and answerable to the King or to Parliament as a whole. The ACA
should be free to investigate
corruption anywhere - in the
civi l service, in business,
within political parties, in the
Judiciary, or even in the Executive. It should not sit back
in its armchair and wait for
complaints to turn up at its
door-step. Instead, the ACA
should use its initiative and
flex what little muscle it has
now to put the fear of God into
corrupt businessmen, civil servants and politicians.

Daruk Stri Anwar Ibrahim · Perwuive
cullure of greed.

ter infrastructure. They campaign openly in the newspapers and over television while
denying the opposition similar access. They abuse government machinery and agencies
while campaigning. They attend numerous pseudo-official functions and so-called
"opening ceremonies" (for
projects that have been long
Money politics should also be since completed) to campaign
barred during genera] election for votes.
A/iran Monthly 1996: 16(7) Page 7

'All these are seen as winning
tactics that have worked for the
Barisan,' observes Rama.
'UMNO candidates (for the
party elections) have learned
well. They are merely following the same "winning formula" in the party elections to
get elected.' If officials are serious about wiping out money
politics, they have to start with
the general elections, adds
Rama.
Some observers suspect the
real reason for the ban on
campaigning is to lessen the
likelihood of potentially
damaging factions emerging.
Such factionalism could seriously split the party. Whatever the reason, the ban on
campaigning will only undermine the democratic process
within UMNO. What's more,
it is too simplistic a solution
to curb money politics - a
problem that is more deeprooted.
For all its shortcomings,
UMNO's party elections and
campaigns before the advent of
money politics were fairly
democratic. Election campaigns in the past did not lead
to money politics. Greed and
the intertwining of business
and political interests did.
UMNO leaders have a lot of
soul-searching to do before
they can root out money politics. 0

-1

COVER STORY

MONEY POLITICS

ruption will jeopardize the future of the nation itself for the
simple reason that UMNO is the
mainstay of the government. As
the fulcrum of state power it has
made a significant contribution
to the nation~s political stability, economic prosperity and
ethnic harmony. This is why
what happens to UMNO is of
great concern to the entire Malaysian nation.
DISEASE OR SYIIPTOII

g

t is commendable that UMNO President.. Dr Mahathir
Mohamad, has in the last four months, announced measure after measure to curb money politics within the
party. From his many pronouncements it appears that money politics has developed into a serious malignancy threatening the very
life ofUMNO. An UMNO murked and mired in the filth of cor-
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But is money politics the actual
disease or is it merely the symptom of a more complex ailment?
Money politics within UMNO,
it seems to me, has developed
as a result of other trends and
attitudes present in the Malay
community and the Malaysian
nation. To start with, in the last
twenty years or so UMNO has
come to be perceived as the key
that opens the door to fabulous
wealth and riches. A position of
power or influence v.rithin the
party hierarchy is seen as providing easy access to lucrative

contracts, licenses, shares and
the like. This is one of the principal reasons why there has
been such intense competition
for position and power within
UMNO in the last two decades
-though it is undeniably true
that even now there are individuals who seek to serve the
party because of some noble
ideal or other. For the vast majority however power is a magnet not only because of what it
embodies but also because of
what it promises.

lt is wrong to justify this intimate nexus between political
power and economic wealth in
the name of the laudable nationa] goal of developing a
Malay business community.
What that goal demands is removing the obstacles that lie in
the path of the emergence of a
Malay business community,
creating opportunities for
Malay businesses to thrive, aiding and guiding Malay entrepreneurs to compete in the local and global market. To
achieve this goal there is no
need for Malay political elites
who are in fact required by their
very roles to serve the public
good with selfless honesty and

unquestionable integrity to acquire riches or to accumulate
wealth. Neither should they usc
their office to enrich their family and friends. They should not
equate such wrongdoings with
helping the Malay community.
There is a simple phrase for
such misconduct: abuse of
power.
IIANIPULAnON
OF POLITICS

When the UMNO rank and file
see that party leaders or their
cronies have acquire~ wealth
through power they too are
tempted to seek their fortune
through manipulation of politics. Hence the phenomenon of
grassroots party activists and
party delegates usingtheirvotes
to extract favours from party
elites at different levels. Because there are a lot of ordinary
members ready to receive
bribes, money poHtics has
spread like a cancer within
UMNO.
This is why the umbilical cord

that binds power to wealth has
to be cut if money politics is to
be checked. Otherwise power
and position within UMNO will
continue to be seen as a pass-

port for the acquisition of l
wealth. It has become more urgent than ever before to break
this link since the power-wealth
equation has now begun to assume a new dimension. With
the rise of a whole class of
wealthy Malays today there are
signs to suggest that some of
them are not averse to using
their wealth to influence politics within UMNO. If money
can be used to determine who
holds which position in the
party, UMNO, the majority or
whose members are ordinary
men and women with limited
financial resources, will be held
hostage to the rich. The interests of the rich will take precedence over the welfare of the
poor.
Indeed, even now a trend is developing within UMNO which
regards wealth as the be-ali and
end-all of human existence and
the wealthy as the ultimate symbols of worldly success. It is not
bard to understand why money
politics would flourish in such
an atmosphere. To put it in stark
terms, what seems to be emerging within UMNO is a sub-culture of sorts that views the very
dignity of the Malay community in terms of the number of
millionrures it has produced!
SOUND, SOLID,
ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

It is erroneous to argue that the
dignity or the economic strength
of a community is dependent
upon the number of millionaires
A/iran MomhJ.v 1996: 16(7) Pag~ 9
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it has. If this was the criterion
for dignity or economic
strength then India which on a
per capita basis bas more millionaires than even the United
States would command more
respect and boast of greater
economic resilience than most
other countries in the world.
What is important for the
strength and dignity of the
Malay and other Malaysian
communities is their ability to
master - as our Prime Minister has often emphasized - a
wide spectrum of skills and
knowledge which would enable
them to function effectively in
a modern economy. At the
same time, there should be equitable distribution of wealth
within a community for without it its economic base will
remain weak and fragile. But
most of all the dignity of a community would be enhanced
only if its economic activities
are guided by sound, solid ethical principles. It is these and
other similar concerns-rather
than an obsession with wealth
for its own sake - which
should constitute the UMNO

culture if the party is to be capitalism is so pervasive. i~
weanedawayfrommoneypoli- unlikely that most UMNO elites
tics.
would choose to repudiate their
present lifestyle.
Weaning UMNO away from
NOBLE FORM OF SERVICE
money politics will not be
easy partly because elites at And yet it is a lifestyle that convarious levels of the party hi - tradicts UMNO's own pledge to
erarchy have become addicted uphold Islam as a way of life.
to an aft1uent lifestyle built For the Islamic way of life,
around conspicuous consump- needless to say. eschews extion. Palatial mansions, luxu- travagance and lavishness; it enrious cars, lavish wedding par- courages instead moderation
ties and extravagant holidays and equilibrium as it strikes a
abroad are some of the habits balance between asceticism and
of the wealthiest of these affluence. This is why UMNO
elites. It is not possible to sus- elites and members should demtain such a lifestyle if one onstrate their fidelity towards an
spurns riches.
Islamic way of life as an alternative to the sort of lifestyle that
This elite inclination towards breeds vices such as money
affluence and extravagance is, politics.
in a sense a revelation of the exlent to which feudal patterns of In a genuine Islamic way of
behaviour continue to influence life. politics would of course
the UMNO personality. What be seen as a noble form of serhas made the situation more vice rather than an unscrupuproblematic is the merging of lous pursuit for power often
these feudal traits with the dec a- leading to the accumulation of
dent habits of contemporary wealth as well. What the nacapitalism which unlike early ture of politics is in Islam is
capitalism regards lavish living epitomized in the example of
ao; a virtue. Since the culture of the first of the Righteous Caliphs, Abu Bakar as-Siddiq. It
is said that the Caliph who was
a wealthy man had sacrificed
everything he had for the public good and that when he left
the world he had only one
dirham with him. Today however it is just the opposite. An
individual enters politics with
one dirham and by the time he
leaves the arena he is often a
millionaire. 0
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VIEWPOINT

IS CULTURE DESTINY?
71te Myth ofAria's Anti~Democratic Values :

A Response to I:ee Kuan Yew

g

n his interview with

careful reply.

Foreign

Affairs
(March/ April 1994), With the collapse of the Soviet
Singapore's former Prime Min- Union in 1991, socialism has
ister, Lee Kuan Yew, presents been in retreat Some people con-

interesting ideas about cultural
differences between Western
and East Asian societies and lhe
political implications of those
differences. Although he does
not explicitly say so, his statements throughout the interview
and his track record make it obvious that his admonition to
Americans "not to foist their system indiscriminately on societies in which it will not work" implies that Western-style democracy is not applicable to East
Asia. Considering the esteem in
which be is held among world
leaders and the prestige of this
journal, this kind of argument is
likely to have considerable impact and therefore deserves a

clude that the Soviet demise was
the result of the victory of capitalism over socialism. But I believe it represented the triumph
of democracy over dictatorship.
Without democracy, capitalism
in Prussian Germany and Meiji
Japan eventually met its tragic
end. The many Latin American
states that in recent decades embraced capitalism while rejecting
democracy failed miserably. On
the other hand, countries practicing democratic capitali sm or
democratic socialism, despite
temporary setbacks, have prospered.

In spite of these trends, lingering doubts remain about the ap-
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plicability of and prospects for
democracy in Asia. Such doubts
have been raised mainly by Asia's
authoritarian leaders, Lee being
the most articulate among them.
They have long maintained that
cullural differences make the
"Western concept" of democracy
and human rights inapplicable to
East Asia. Does Asia have the
phi losophica1 and historical underpinnings suitable for democracy? Is democracy achievable
there?

SELF.SERVING
SELF-RELIANCE
Lee stresses cultural factors
throughout his interview. I too
believe in the importance of culture, but I do not think it alone
determines a society's fate, nor is
it immutable. Morever, Lee's
view of Asian cultures is not only
unsupportable but self-serving.
He argues that Eastern societies,
unlike Western ones, "believe
that the individual exist.'> in the
context of his family" and that the
family is "the building brick of
society." However, as an inevitable consequence of industrialization, the family-centred East
Asian societies are also rapidly

moving toward self-centred individualism. Nothing in human
history is permanent.

intrudes into the business world newly industrializing societies.
to protect perceived national interests, to the point of causing The fact that Lee's Singapore, a
disputes with the United States small city-state, needs a near-toLee asserts that, in the East, "the and other trading partners.
talitarian control over its citizens
ruler or the government does not
contradicts his assertion that evtry to provide for a person what ln Lee's Singapore, the govern- erything would be all right if govthe family best provides." He ment stringently regulates indi- ernments would refrain from incites this ostensibly self-reliant, viduals' actions- such as chew- terfering in the private affairs of
family-oriented culture as the ing bubble-gum, spitting, smok- the family. The proper way to
main cause of East Asia's eco- ing, littering, and so on - to an cure the ills of industrial societnomic successes and ridicules Orwellian extreme of social en- ies is not to impose the terror of
Western governments for alleg- gineering. Such facts fly in the the state but to emphasize ethiedly trying to solve all of face of his assertion that East cal education, givehighregard to
society's problems, even as he Asia's
governments
arc spiritual values, and promote
worries about the moral break- minimalist. Lee makes these high standards in culture and the
down of Western societies due false claims to justify his rejec- arts.
to too much democracy and too
many individual rights. Consequently, according to Lee, the
Western political system, with its
intrusive government, is not
suited to family-oriented East
Asia. He rejects Westernization
while embracing modernization tion ofWestem-style democracy.
LONG BEFORE LOCKE
and its attendant changes in He even dislikes the one man,
lifestyle -again strongly imply- one vote principle, so fundamen- No one can argue with Lee's obing that democracy wi11 not work tal to modem democracy, saying jection to " foisting" an alien systhat he is not "intellectually con- tem "indiscriminately on societin Asia.
vinced" it is best.
ies in which it will not work." The
FAMILY VALUES
question is whether democracy is
But the facts demonstrate just the Opinions like Lee's hold consid- a system so alien to Asian culopposite. It is not true, as Lee al- erable sway not only in Asia but tures that it will not work. Moreleges, that Asian governments among some Westerners because over, considering Lee's record of
shy away from intervening in of the moral breakdown of many absolute intolerance of dissent
private matters and taking on all advanced democratic societies. and the continued crackdown on
of society's problems. Asian gov- Many Americans thought. for ex- dissidents in many other Asian
ernments intrude much more ample, that the US citizen countries, one is also compelled
than Western governments into Michael Fay deserved the caning to ask whether democracy has
the daily affairs of individuals he received from Singaporean been given a chance in places like
and families. In Korea, for ex- authorities for his act of vandal- Singapore.
ample, each household is re- ism. However, moral breakdown
quired to attend monthly is attributable not to inherent A thorough analysis makes it
neighbourhood meetings to re- shortcomings of Western cul- clear that Asia has a rich heritage
ceive government directives and tures but to those of industrial of democracy-oriented philosodiscuss local affairs. Japan's societies; a similar phenomenon phies and traditions. Asia has alpowerful government constantly is now spreading through Asia's ready made great strides towards
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democratization and possesses
the necessary conditions to develop democracy even beyond
the level of the West.

A native reUgion of Korea,
Tonghak, went even further, advocating that ·'man is heaven"
and that one must serve man as
one does heaven. These ideas inDemocratic ldeaLv. It is widely spired and motivated nearly half
accepted that English political a million peasants in 1894 to repbilosopher John Locke laid the volt against exploitation by feufoundation for modern democ- dalistic government internally
racy. Acccordingto Locke, sov- and imperialistic forces exterereign rights reside with the nally. There are no ideas more
people and, based on a contract fundamental to democracy than
\\ith the people, leaders are given the teachings of Confucianism,
a mandate to govern, which the Buddhism, and Tonghak.
people can withdraw. But almost Clearly, Asia has democratic phitwo millennia beforeLocke, Chi- losophies as profound as those of
nese philosopher Meng-tzu the West.
preached similar ideas. According to his "Politics of Royal Democratic Institutions. Asia
Ways," the king is the "Son of also has many democraLic tradiHeaven," and heaven bestowed tions. When Western societies
on its son a mandate to provide were still being ruled by a sucgood for the people. Tf he d1d not cession of feudal lords, China
govern righteously, the people and Korea had already sustained
had the right to rise up and over- county prefecture systems for
throw his government in the about 2,000 years. The governname of heaven. Meng-tzu even ment of the Chin Dynasty ,
justified regicide, saying that founded by Chin-shih-huang-ti
once a king loses the mandate of (literally, the founder of Chin),
heaven he is no longer worthy of practised the rule of law and saw
his subje<:ts' loyalty. The people to it that everyone, regardless of

came first, Meng-tzu said, the
country second , and the king
third. The ancient Chinese philosophy of Minben Zhengclti, or
"peopJe-based politics," teaches
that "the will of the people is the
will of heaven" and that one
should "respect the people as
heaven" itself.

class, who constituted over Len
percent of the population, thus
guaranteeing equal opportunity
and social mobility, which are so
central to popular democracy.
This practice sharply contrasted
with that of European fiefdoms
ofthat time, where pedigree more
or less determined one's official
position.
In China and Korea powerful
boards of censors acted as a check
against impartial misrule and
abuses by government officials.
Freedom of speech was highly
valued, based on the understanding that the nation's fate depended
on it. Confucian scholars were
taught that remonstration against
an erring monarch was a paramount duty. Many civil servants
and promising political elites
gave their lives to protect the
right to free speech.

The fundamental ideas and traditions necessary for democracy
existed in both Europe and Asia.
Although Asians developed these
ideas long before the Europeans
did, Europeans formalized comprehensive and effective electoral
democracy first. The invention of
the electoral system is Europe's
greatest accomplishment. The
fact that this system was developed elsewhere does not mean
class, was treated fairly. For that ''it will not work" in Asia.
nearly 1,000 years in China and Many Asian countries, including
Korea, even the sons of high- Singapore, have become prosperranking officials were not ap- ous after adopting a "Western"
pointed to important official po- free-market economy, which is
sitions unless they passed civil such an integral part of a democservice examinations. These racy. lncidentall y, in countries
stringent tests were administered where economic development
to members of the aristocratic preceded political advancement
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-Germany, Ttaly, Japan, Spain
- it was only a matter of time
before democracy followed.

are possible only in a democratic
society. Thus Asia has no practical alternative to democracy: it
is a matter of survival in an age
The StaJe ofDemocracy in Asia. of intensifying global economic
The best proof that democracy competition.
The
world
can work in Asia is in fact that, economy's changes have already
despite the stubborn resistance of meant a greater and easier flow
authoritarian rulers like Lee, of information, which has helped
Asia has made great strides to- Asia's democratization process.
ward democracy. In fact, Asia
has achieved the most remark- Democracy has been consistently
able record of democratization of practiced in Japan and India since
any region since 1974. By 1990 the end of World War ll. In Koa majority of Asian countries rea, Burma, Taiwan, Thailand.
were democracies, compared to Pakistan, the Philippines,
a 45 percent democratization rate Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and other

worldwide. This achievement
has been overshadowed by
Asia's tremendous economic
success. I believe democracy
will take root throughout Asia
around the start of the next century. By the end of its flrst quarter, Asia will witness an era not
only of economic prosperity, but
also of flourishing democracy.
I am optimistic for several reasons. The Asian economies are
moving from a capital- and
labour-intensive industrial phase
into an information- and technology-intensive one. Many experts
have acknowledged that this new
economic world order requires
guaranteed freedom of information and creativity. These things

countries, democracy has been
frustrated at times, even suspended. Nevertheless, most of
these countries have democratized, and in all of them, a resilient " people power" bas been
demonstrated through elections
and popular movements. Even in
Thailand, after ten military governments, a civilian government
bas finally emerged. The Mongolian government, after a long
period of one-party dictatorship,
has also voluntarily accepted democracy.

their willingness to make the neeessary efforts to realize these
goals. Despite many tribulations,
the torch of democracy continues
to bum in Asia because of the aspirations of its people.

WE ARE THE WORLD
As Asians increasingly embrace
democratic values. they have the
opportunity and obligation to
learn from older democracies.
The West has experienced many
problems.in realizing its democratic systems. It is instructive,
for example, to remember that
Europeans practiced democracy
within the boundaries of their
nation-states but not outside.
Until recently, the Western democracies coddled the interests
of a small propertied class. The
democracies that benefited much
broader majorities through socioeconomic investments were
mostly established after World
War II. Today, we must start with
a rebirth of democracy that promotes freedom, prosperity, and
justice both within each country
and among nations, including the
less-developed countries: a global democracy.

Instead of making Western culture the scapegoat for the disruptions of rapid economic change,
it is more appropriate to look al
how the traditional strengths of
Asian society can provide for a
better democracy. In Asia. democracy can encourage greater
The fundamental reason for my self-reliance while respecting
optimism is this increasing cultural values. Such a democawareness of the importance of racy is the only true expression
democracy and human rights of a people, but it require the full
among Asians themselves and participation of all elements of
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society. Only then will it have
legitimacy and reflect a country's
vision.

- -- -- - - - - -(xiushen). This teaching is a po- and Asian nations should take the

-- --

litical philosophy that emphasizes the role of government and
stresses the ruling elite's moral
Asian authorities misunderstand obligation to strive to bring about
the relationship between the peace under heaven. Public
rules of effective governance and safety, national security, and
the concept of legitimacy. Poli- water and forest management are
cies that try to protect people deemed critical. Tbic; concept of
from the bad elements of eco- peace under heaven should be innomic and social change wil1 terpreted to include peaceful livnever be effective if imposed ing and existence for all things
without consent; the same poli- under heaven. Such an undercies, arrived at through public standing can alc;o be derived from
debate, will have the strength of Gautama Buddha's teaching that
Asia's proud and self-reliant all creatures and things possess
a Buddha-like quality.
people.
A global democracy will recognize the connection between how
we treat each other and bow we
treat nature, and it will pursue
policies that benefit future generations. Today we are threatening the survival of our environment through wholesale destruction and endangerment of all species. Our democracy must become global in the sense that it
extends to the skies, the earth,
and all things with brotherly affection.
The Confucian maxim Xiushen
qijia zhiguo pingtian.xia, which
offers counsel towards the ideal
of "great peace under heaven,"
shows an appreciation for judicious government. The ultimate
goal in Confucian political philosophy, as stated in this aphorism, is to bring peace under
heaven (pingtiaru:ia). To do so,
one must first be able to keep
one's own household in order
(qijia}, which in tum requires
that one cultivate "self"

Since the fifth century B.C., the
world has witnessed a series of
revolutions in thought. Chinese,
Indian, Greek, and Jewish thinkers have led great revolutions in
ideas, and we are sti 11 living under the influence of their insights.
However, for the past several
hundred years, the world has
been dominated by Greek and
Judeo-Christian ideas and traditions. Now it is time for the world
to turn to China, India, and the
rest of Asia for another revolution in ideas. We need to strive
for a new democracy that guarantees the right of personal development for all human beings
and the wholesome existence of
all living things.
A natural first step towards realizing such a new democracy
would be full adherence to the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, adopted by the United
Nations in 1948. This international document reflects bac;ic
respect for the dignity of people,
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lead in implementing it.
The movement for democracy in
Asia has been carried forward
mainly by Asia's small but effective army of dedicated people in
and out of political parties, encouraged by non-governmental
and quasi-governmental organizations for democratic development from around the world.
These are hopeful signs for Asia's
democratic future. Such groups
are gaining in their ability to force
governments to listen to the concerns of their people, and they
should be supported.
Asia should lose no time in firmly
establishing democracy and
strengthening human rights. The
biggest obstacle is not its cultural
heritage but the resistance of authoritarian rulers and their apologists. Asia has much to offer the
rest of the world; its rich heritage
and democracy-oriented philosophies and traditions can make a
significant contribution to the
evolution of global democracy.
Cui ture is not necessarily our destiny. Democracy is. 0

HUMAN RIGHTS

TOWARDS AN ASEAN
HUMAN RIGHTS
MECHANISM
But this is a transitional phenomenon. No nation, however wealthy
and affluent, can prevent its people
from one day crying out for their
fundamental rights.
ASEAN was formed pursuant to the
ASEAN Declaration of 1967 to promote co-operation and trade among
member countries. Human rights
was not part of the agenda.

II

Asian Governments,
largely on grounds of itc;
diversity, have kept away
the pressures for a regional mechanism for human rights.
Today, the region takes pride in its
economic growth and in being the
centre for trade in the world. A few
governments in the region have
gone to the extent of threatening
trade sanctions if their human right!.
standards are questioned by other
nation~. Nations are seen capitulating under such threats. Such is the
power of trade over rights today·.

AIPO, the acronym for the ASEAN
Inter-Parliamentary Organisation,
was formed in 1977. lt is an
organisation of legislative institution!> of A SEAN member countries.
Again, Human rights was not part
of its agenda.
The 1993 Vienna Declaration and
Programme for Action on Human
Rights reiterated "the need to consider the possibility of establishmg
regional and sub-regional arrangement for the promotion and protection r;,f human rights where they do
nor already exist".
Pursuant to the Resolution on Regional Guidelines on Human Rights
in ASEAN adopted at the 13Lh
AIPO General Assembly in 1992,
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the 14th AlPO Assembly in Kuala
Lumpur in 1993 approved the draft
declaration on Human Rights prepared by an AIPO working committee.

vices for the promotion and protection of human rights in the region.
1n doing so, it welcomed all efforts
in the setting up of national andregionaJ mechanisms.

In July 1993, human rights was
tabled as an agenda item at the 26th
ASEAN Ministerial meeting in
Singapore. Paragraphs 16, 17, 18
and l9 of the Joint Communique
of that meeting related to human
rights. While declaring their commirment to the Vienna Declaration
and Programme for Action of 25
June 1993, ASEAN governments
agreed to consider the establishment of an appropriate regional
mechanism on human rights.

Encouraged by these developments,
participants from governments and
NGOs in ASEAN at two Conferences in Strasbourg in October 1993
and October 1994 proposed convening a workshop of experts to
consider the feasibility of establishing an appropriate human rights
mechanism in the ASEAN sub-region. These conferences were sponsored by the Friedrich Naumann
Foundation..

Sceptics may view this recent
ASEAN interest in human rights as
a matter of sell protection by
ASEAN Governments because of
bow they resent Western nations'
perceptions of ASEAN on rightsrelated issues: yet, it is a change
which needs to be nurtured and pursued by all concerned.
Appropriate regional mechanisms
for human rights arc not matters
only for the governments, but participation from citizens in the region is vital. Hence, the need for
NGOs in the region to participate
and advise governments on the
most appropriate mechanisms suitable to the region in the context of
the diversities in the region is essential, and it is now timely.
By resolution 1994/48 of March
1994 entitled "Regional arrangements for the promotion and protection of human rights in the Asia
and Pacific region," the UN Commission on Human Rights requested the Secretary General to
extend the fulJest co-operation both
in the techrucal and advisory ser-

LAW ASJA being the largest regional organisation of jurists in the
region through its Standing Committee on Human rughts and with
the support of the Friedrich
Naumann Foundation convened the
first Preparatory Meeting in Manila
in July 1995. Following that, and
with the support and encouragement from the National Human
Righ~ Commissions of Indonesia
and Philippines, it convened the
second Preparatory Meeting in Manila in December of 1995. The third
meeting was held in Bangkok with
the support of the Parliamentary
Committee on Justice and Human
Rights of Thailand and other Thai
NGOs. A fourth meeting was held
in Jakarta in July 1996 when members briefed a few ASEAN Foreign
Ministers who were present then in
Jakarta.
This is the fifth Preparatory Meeting in KuaJa Lumpur to brief the
Malaysian NGOs and to enlist their
support and co-operation in this
project. It is envisaged that a national working group will be
formed to spearhead this project
with the leadership of the National
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Human Rights Society ofMalaysia.
The next step is to have another
meeting, if possible, in Singapore
before convening an inter-governmentai/NGO workshop to engage
the ASEAN governments in a dialogue.
Many of you may have read in our
local newspapers excerpts of the
opening address of Deputy Prime
Minister Anwar Ibrabirn at the 42nd
Conference of the CornmonweaJth
Parliamentary Association. A part
not reported and most stirring, I
thought, and appropriate for this occasion is the following:

uMany a time the cry for humanity has moved the world and its in-

stitutions to attempt to right the
many wrongs. Sometimes we have
succeeded. Often, however, our
endeavours have faUen short. We
have been weak in resolve, inadequate in effort, insufficient of resources, unwilling of service and
sacrifice, and too pre-occupied
with our own narrow interests."
Let us therefore not be failing in our
resolve, effort, service and sacrifice
in the realisation of this project for
the betterment of humanity in the
region.O
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he strayed from his early ideals?

outRMI ,000 to RM2,000 as bait for
votes is about the most spectacular
piece of news to have come out of
Sarawak since Bakun Dam.

Despite the self-congratulatory air,
the Sarawak state election ended on
a sour note, or should we say, on a
bunch of sour grapes. Basically, the
winners of this election are sore that
they lost five seats- three to the DAP
- a party that Sarawakian Chinese
had till now never cared very much
for. One of the victims of the DAP's
gain was none other than the bigshot Wong Soon Kai who, now that
be is stuck with time on his hands,
is on a witch hunt Some of the reasons for his loss have been short of
hysterical. He has reportedly blamed
his loss on money politics on the part
ofthe DAP!
Now, the DAP is capable of a lot of
undesirable things during an e lcction but money politics is just not
one of them; not that we don't think
that DAP politicians are incapable
of it but simply because they don't
have that sort of money to splash
around. The only sort of money politics which the DAP plays usually
revolves around begging money
from the public- which can be a bit
of a nuisance for some people. Thus,
the loser's claim that the DAP paid

Still, his allegation of money politics was not as ridiculous or petty as
those levied by James Mas ing of
PBDS against an independent candidate contesting in the Belaga constituency where the Bakun Dam
project is located. He accused one
of the independents of getting help
from NGOs outside the state.

I

This is really rich and ridiculous
coming from a man whose parry has
the entire state machinery at its disposal. What arc all those ceramah
campaigning by federal leaders ifnot
external help? James Masing was
once a highly respected anthropologist who was said to really care about
the people he studied. But be has
since been co-opted into government
and seduced by power- he has little
patience for alternative views on
projects affecting peoples' lives and
their heritage. He dismissed protests
against the Bakun Dam - a project
which will displace thousands as
well as flood the customary land and
burial grounds of generations of natives -as a non-issue. How far bas
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Wong Soon Kai also blamed the
Foochow community whom he
claimed was out to topple him. In
fact, he blamed just about everything
and everyone possible but himself.
Apparently, the police are also investigating a parcel containing a dead
puppy left outside Wong Soon Kai's
house at the height of campaigning.
Perhaps, be is right about moves to
topple him, which leads us to the
question as to why the groundsweU
against him is so hostile. to the extent of such explicit death threats.
Surely it's not because he is overly
hardworking? Neither can it be aresuit of his devotion to the needs and
demands of his constituency? Instead
of pointing the finger everywhere, he
should examine his performance as
an assemblyman.
Perhaps be should answer some of
the campaign allegations which be
rather conveniently side-stepped in
his "interview cum post-mortem". It
seems the opposition employed with
great effect the scare tactic that
Wong's constituency lay in the "disaster path" should anything happen
to Bakun Dam~ that dozens of families there were already preparing to
"escape" to property purchased in
Sibu and elsewhere. Absurd as the
allegations were, it nevertheless must
have worked on some gullible voters. The Sarawak government- with
the obedient cooperation of the media - assiduously kept the dam issue
in the background throughout the
campaign. But it seems that not everyone has forgotten about ir nor do
they support it.
The loss apparently wiped that trademark smile off the face of Taib
Mabmud. The man, who looks set to
rival Dr M for a record time in top
office, had gone to the polls smug in
the belief that he was leading the BN

to a clean sweep. Thus. the loss of
fi vc seats was a slap in the face. Basically, the SarawakBN is also a victim of an unquestioning media.
Right from the start. the media chorused a sweeping victory and the BN
was seduced by every pedantic column and sound-bite reported. Little
did they realise that the harvest
would yield a few sour grapes.

name tend!> to sell better than some
unknown. Besides. people. esp.eciaUy the sycophants, will buy your
I book to please and flatter you. Who
cares whether people really read
your books as long as the cac;b register goes on ringing. Tun Hamid
Omar ranks among these big- name
"writers". Along similar lines has
come another "writer" and he is none
other than the just-retired Chief Secretary to the government Tan Sri
Ahmad Sarji Adbul Hamid. He was
reported to have said that he would
only be writing more books if those
The US government thinks the Gulf "books" he bad "wrinen" are sellwiU never be safe until Saddam ing well. Looks like they are not
Hussein is gone. So he has to be de- doing all that well.
stroyed or liquidated as they say in
Star Wars. But if Saddam is finished. I Ahmad Sarji has four books to his
what will American presidents do name. The most hefty volume is the
when they are despera.te for a "com- widely-touted Paradi~m Shift which
mon enemy" to focus on. Thanks to was launched with great fanfare.
Saddam. the US military can openly Ostensibly authored by him. it was
go about its business in the Middle basically a compilation of governEast unquestioned, supposedly ment circulars. papers. directives and
keeping the oil-drenched Gulf reports, reproduced wholesale
"free". Saudi Arabia. already seen without even any editing for easier
as being too pro-America by the rest public consumption. Reading it is as
of the Muslim world, would not be exciting as ploughing through a govhousing A mcrican troops or military ernment circular and the only thing
hardware on its territory. Besides. it impressive about it is the weight- at
is doubtful that the US wanrs to be least2 kg.
stuck with an Iraq without Saddam.
Iraq with the rebellious Kurds and Then there is another book, The
unhappy Shiites would be too much Changing Civil Service which is a
of a handful for America. Thus. compilation of 35 speeches made
whatever we may be led to think. when he was the Chief Secretary. It
America very much want~ Saddam was obviously a rush-job and the
around. In facL. America needs publisher was probably so thrilled to
Saddam more than Saddam wanrs have such an important clientthat he
didn't dare touch the text. Thus, we
KuwaiL
have some chapters beginning with
... "I am honoured indeed to be inJUDGING THIS ·!B OOK
vited this evening to officiate the
BY THE COVER
closing ceremony of the National
Conference .. :· apart from numerous
lt has become a trend among top overlaps and repetitions as most
government figures to write speeches tend to be. To make mat''books". The more well-known the ters worse. he is a dull speech-writer.
figure the better since a heard-of that is, assuming he wrote those

I

I

[----~-----~--------------
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speeches himself. He wac:; slightly
more frank with the other two books.
Malaysia :S Vision 2020 named him
only the editor while another slim
volume Upholding the Integrity of
the Malaysian Civil Service stated
I him as a contributor.
We have not seen his latest. launched
by the PM recently. But if Ahmad
Sruji is thinking ofchurning out more
of the same of what we have seen,
then I think we ought to ask him to
spend his time more fruitfully doing
things like fishing or playing
scrabbles. As a Joyal government servant. he ought to know that the government is trying its damest to encourage reading. not to turn them off
books. Besides, we've real Iy had
enough of being ripped off with
"books" which are. in reality. compilation of stodgingly dull speeches.
And
being made to pay through the
1
nose for them too! We wonder too.
what the PM meant when he said at
the launch of Ahmad Sarji's latest
I book: "Malaysians are lazy abour
writing. I feel people should record
even simple things so that people in
future can nnd out how stupid we
arc." Is this a Freudian slip or what?

I

I
I

I

I
I

I

.....,.......
lUMNO'S INVISIBLE MAN
!J!L...: :

I These days, Ws hardec to "retire off''
a politician than a government servant. While government servants are
clamouring for optional retirement so
1
that they can proceed on to something more lucrative like business or
consultancy. those holding political
I office seem to want to stay on and
on and on .... Perhaps. politics is
much more lucrative than either business or consultancy. There are MBs
1 who have obviously ourstayed their
usefulness and still show no sign of
giving way. much less grooming a
successor. The reason they offer:

I

1

I

l&l
is,pj{''ji'lif1lWi\?

they will stay on as long as they are
needed by the rakyat. Their~
to serve the people. The same mane
reason is an all-Lime hit with candidates seeking election in Umno.

The former MB of Kedah. Osman
Aroff has shown how meaningless
a cliche this line has become. Since
being forced to step down as MB.
be bas become the invisible Man of
U mno. nowhere to be seen and
avoiding all party activities and
functions. Some say he is holidaying abroad (as though he hasn't done
enough of that while in office!). He
was absent from the Kubang Pasu
division meeting several weeks ago
and neither did he attend the recem
Kedah State Legislative Assembly
meeting. the tirst since his rival took
over. Obviously. he was interested
only in being MB and little else.
Once relinquished of the post he did
not care whether his constituents
were being served or whether their
intere&ts were being articu lated in
the Assembly.
Then again, as someone from
Kedah pointed our. what good is
be in the State Assembly except
to make up the numbers. lt seems
the Kedah Assembly sittings rank
among the most soporific of State
Assemblies.
The
BN
backbencbers rarely open their
mouth except to utter. among
other things, the mandatory
"Sokong!" According to some.
they have no questions to ask or
issues to raise. It is as though
Kedah is paradise on earth. without a problem in sight: actually
Kedah bas one of the highest numbers of hardeore poor. The o nly
people who speak up are the few
PAS assemblymen and even they
are full of rhetoric. Thus. Osman
Aroff's absence was not sorely
missed.

l l lhe dignity of the Malays. And now
!:hat. Umn~ bas paid lip- servic~ to
!:he 1ssue, ll can go to the polls WithWhat bad started as a muse seems out an additional worry.
to have snowballed into a diplomatic
fiasco. Lee Kuan Yew was probably
! ·'thinking allowed" (yup, we're not
the only ones allowed to do that)
when he brought up the notion that We are waiting with bated breath for
I Singapore may have to r~join Ma- Rahim Tamby Chik to show us "the
laysia in the future. The issue has letter" which is supposed to have
since degenerated into an implicit cleared him of sex with an underage
smear on the special position of the girl. Rahim's camp had claimed that
~ Malays in Malaysia. something for the girl had issued a statutory declawhich Lee Kuan Yew might have ration clearing him of the allegations
been charged with sedition had he that would have ended his political
not uttered them on the safe shores career were this not Malaysia. Obof "meritoeratic" Singapore.
vious!y, Rahim is feeling quite desperate about his chances in the Umno
Still. the fiasco has served politicians 1 Youth race. The Attorney General
both sides better than most of us may have cleared his name but there
imagine. Singapore has to go to the are very few people who believe he
polls by April and. faced with what is innocent. Public opinion is a comAdlai Stevenson once described as plex thing. It cannot be changed just
a "revolution of rising expectations", because the AG says so. Thus, if
its leaders are desperate for any is- Rahim thinks be can influence pubsue to ciJog to. And what better is- l lic opinion with a statutory declarasue to make Singaporeans realise tion. then be ought to think again.
that there is no home like their island home than the bogey of return- For months. there has been talk that
ing to a state where the dominant Rahim is in the lead in the Youth
group is Malay. Never mind the fact race. His men have indicated that
that they can zoom up and down the their boss is actually reluctant to conpeninsula in the cars they so crave test but "PM asked him to". This is
to own in smallish Singapore and their favourite pitch. as any Umno
live in houses with real gardens in- man will tell you. And it is these men
who are actually spreading the talk
stead of pigeonholes in the sky.
that Rahim is ahead. But ask any
Back in Malaysia. Umno, with its Umno man why they say Rahim is
own election in October. was natu- ahead and they will tell you, "One
rally compelled to react In fact. talk of Rahim's men told me".
has it that it was the ForeignMinister Abdullah Badawi who brought Logically speaking, it is quite imposthe news-cutting on which Dr M sible for Rahim to be ahead, that is,
based his reaction to the latter's at- if all this talk about Anwar Ibrahim's
tention. The Foreign Minister. who incredible network is to be believed.
is also a candidate for one of the No one seems to believe Rahim's
vice-presidents· post. was only try- professed innocence, but almost eving to save his own skin. tf he did eryone believes that if Anwar were
not get Umno to take a stand. he to challenge Dr M , the former Abim
could be perceived as not defending J boss would win because of his

I·

·

I

I

I
I

I

I
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grassroots network. Tf that's the tional t1ag fluttered from residential
case, then the message pulsing houses, factories, offices, shopping
through the Anwar network would complexes, lorries, and even motorbe to support candidates aligned to cycles. There was the largest flag, a
them and Rahim is definitely not one flag cake, and even a flag of flowof them although he was part of the ers. If only Malaysians took their
now defunct Wawasan Team. Thus, love and pride for the nation to
the logical front-runner ought to be more real terms such as keeping
Zahid Ibrahim rather than Rahim. their neighbourhoods free of polWhy, at the moment, even lsa lution, being considerate on the
Samad of Negri Sembilan looks road and other everyday sort of
stronger than Rahim. How do 1 acts that can make us truJ y proud
know? We ll , a Negri Sembilan to be Malaysians. A newspaper reUmnoman .. ..
port about the zest for flying the
national flag, showed a house festooned with littleflags butnotfar
LYING FLAK
away was a pile of what was undeniably carelessly discarded rubThe spate of patriotic fervour sur- bish. And the lorries flying the
rounding National Day brought a national flag were no less inconwarm glow to many a heart. The na- siderate than non-flag-fliers.

I

I

A chill must have tingled down the
spine of many an ambitious politician
the day the PM said he did nor mind
staying on at the top for as long as he
was needed. But he said that people
must signal to him whether they
wanted him to continue leading the
country. Oh Dr Mahathir, how can
they send signals to you when they
can't even challenge you? No politician gives up power willingly (Okay,
okay, Musa Hitam did - but then, most
politicians have since placed him underthe "Strange" category) and we do
not expect Dr M to be any different.
But if Dr M is having trouble receiving signals, we are getting his signals
loud and clear.

-byNNP-

Announcement

ASIAN CONFERENCE
FOR EAST TIMOR PEACE
More than 8 Malaysian organizations have already joined in
an effort to find a peaceful solution to the longest-running
issue of resistance and oppression in the ASEAN region the issue of East Timor. They
will join other organizations in
the region in holding the second Asia-Pacific Conference on
East Timor (APCET
which
will be held in Kuala Lumpur
from 8 - 12 November, l996.
The theme of APCET II is East

m,

Timor: The Search for Peace.
When lndonesiil invaded an almost-independent East Timor in
1975, witb the c<,mnivance of the
United States and oil-hungry

Australia, nobody expected the resistance to last.
Twenty one years later, theMaubere
struggle for their rightto se1f-determination is stronger than ever, and
is now led by a generation who have
grown up under the Indonesian military occupation.

East Timor is still an island of violence and conflict in the midst of
ASEAN; it bas become a symbol
of human rights abuses and a
source of instability and shame for
everyone in the region.
APCET II wi11 seek to promote
dialogue towards a peaceful solution that recognises the right of
the East Timorese to human dignity and self-determination. It will
consolidate an Asian-based solidarity movement that sees the
struggle for human rights in East
Timor as inseparable from the
struggle for democracy withinlndonesia and for human rights
throughout Asia.

Scorched-eru:cb military campaigns,
forced
resettlement of thousands of
1
villages,
famine and the brutal sup1
1 pression of all di~Ssent have notbr6- . Participation in APCET II is by
ken the Maubere resi~tance. Interna- invitation. For more information
tional silence bas not di$couraged it. please contact:
A determined policy of non-inter- APCET I1 Coordinator. 11 Jalan
1 vention by ASEAN governments bas JA/71E, Jalan Carey. 46000
Petaling Jaya. Selangor.
not solved it.
1

l

Tel: 03-794 3525 Fax: 03-794 3526.
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AN

APPEAL
.Just RM 10

That•s all we ask of you

A

ALIRAN

needsa home ......... .

LIRAN is in urgent need of help.

The constant shifting ofpremises has been disruptive. It has also inconvenienced
our work.
In the last few years we have shifted several times. We just cannot go on in this
nomadic fashion: it is too taxing.
We need to raise RM150,000 in the nextfew months to put up a building of our
own.
Help us to obtain a permanent home. Support our ~\.·ork and donate generously.

If you value our role and feel thl.lt our work should go on effectively and
efficiently - help us.

All we ask of you is only RMJO.lfyou, our readers, were to respond co our call for
help, you would have helped us to solve our problem.
Help us to serve you better: make a contribution.

/.~~
P. Ramakrishnan
President, ALIRAN
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DEVELOPMENT

GROWING
PAINS
ues and belief systems.

LIVING DANGEROUSLY

g

t may sound rather

pre-

posterous to suggest that
fast-growing East Asian
economies such as Malaysia slow
down in their pursuit of economic
growth particularly when the
industrialised West, whose very
standards of economic achievement most countries in the world
are craving for, is enviously taking notice of the "Asian miracles''.

we pause and ponder whether
countries like Malaysia are moving too fast or taking the right direction? Surely this would be an
exercise in futility, a "politically
incorrect" act that perhaps could
even earn us the label of "anti-development".

Certain sign-posts along the road
to socio-economic prosperity in
the developing world and in the
ln fact, so intrigued were certain industrialised countries suggest,
European leaders and other indi- however, that all is not well and
viduals of industrialised E urope that re-assessment is sorely reby the economic attainment of quired: signs and symptoms which
these Asian countries that they had have made certain groups and inreportedly taken steps to seriously dividuals in both the West and the
study these countries. Britain's Third World wonder and worry.
Labour Party leader Tony Blair, Capitalist industria-lisation and
for instance, even travelled to modernisation, popular prescripSingapore to persona11y see for tions of the industrialised North,
himself what makes the tiny island have come under close scrutiny for
republic tick.
such a socio-economic approach
to development does have in many
Given East Asia's rapid economic ways an adverse impact on the
growth and the "endorsement", physical world, on the health of
tacit or otherwise, of the human beings and of other living
industrialised world, why should things, as wen a<; on our social val-
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Industrialization, that much-touted,
primary engine of economic
growth, increasingly characterizes
many East Asian societies that are
undergoing breakneck socio-economic transformation. What this
means is that, among other things,
many factories, set up by local entrepreneurs and by multinational
companies, dot the length and
breadth of these nations, particularly in the urban regions where
basic infrastructure - and easy supply of labour - are well in place.
Accompanying this, however, is
the horrendous problem of industrial pollution - of the air. rivers,
sea and land. The capacity of factories to pollute hinges on their
physical size, on the nature of their
industrial activities. on their environmental awareness and concern,
and on the degree of enforcement
of existing environment-related
laws.
Not surprisingly. the Malaysian
press recently reported that approximately 22 per cent of
Malaysia's 1.800 rivers have serious pollution problems (The Star,
8 May 1996). In the Rompin district in Pahang, for example, sev-

eral rivers like Sg. Jeram, Sg.
Terpesok and Sg. Pontian have
been polluted with high levels of
ammonia nitrogen apparently by
the industrial activities of 17
nearby palm oil factories (The
Star, 11 May 1996).

governments have taken some
measures to combat this problem
- though in certain cases the remedial measures have been too little
and too late. Malaysia, for instance, is said to be drawing up a
national policy on the environment.

prawns to Britain, and looking for
bigger profits, have employed "intensive aquaculture". This type of
aquaculture necessitates the construction of ponds filled with sea
water, fish meal, chemicals and
fertilisers, in order to raise "up to
300,000 prawns a hectare". The
In Johor, pollution was so bad that
charity observes that "salt water
fish breeders were compelled to Water pollution has several impli- and contaminated waste has polrelocate farther away from the cations. Among others, it affects luted coastal areas, depriving fishstate's shores (The Star, 29 April the aqua ecosystem, including ermen and rice growers of their
1996). This reminds us of the marine life such as fish and homes and livelihood. Huge areas
many rivers in the '·Asian Tiger" prawns, which
of mangrove
nations. such as Taiwan and South eventually land
swamps have
Korea, that have been poisoned by on our dining
been
detable - liferampant industria-lisation.
stroyed, dethreatening
pleting fish
Factories are not the only con- though they
stocks. And
tributors to water pollution. Do- may be in some
valuable agrimestic waste and sewage, too, cases. Indeed
cultural land
has disappollute rivers and seas. In addition, our food supply
rivers also get polluted, silted and can be dispeared bedestroyed by "development rupted, if not
cause paddy
fields have
projects" that take place in hilly destroyed altobeen turned
areas, such as the construction of gether.
into prawn
holiday resorts and exquisite conponds. (The
dominiums, which usually involve Pollution also
Observer, 12
the callous cutting of trees and the threatens the
May 1996)"
subsequent eroding of top soil.
livelihood of
Incidents like
those who dethis are cause
It is heartening to learn, though, pend on catchf. h
d River~ plagued by serious pollution problems.
.
for deep conthat certain state governments in tng 1s an
Malaysia have been trying to stem, other forms of sea food. For in- cern especially in many
to a certain degree, problematic stance, the commercial farming of industrialising economies where
development projects. For ex- prawns on a huge scale in Thai- industrialization has been given
ample, the Pahang State Govern- land, Bangladesh and India has priority over agricultural activities,
ment recently rejected 20 applica- caused pollution, deforestation, a thereby further reducing agricultions worth RM 1 billion to de- loss of agricultural land, unem- tural output for home consumption.
velop the state's highlands for ployment and poverty. (Tn Malayhousing and holiday resort pur- sia, farmers in the Kerpan area of Indiscriminate and excessive use
poses (The Star, 6 May 1996). In Kedah, for example. had also been of chemicals in fertilisers. pestiTerengganu, a "Love Our Rivers" introduced to this kind of prawn cides and insecticides - the usfarming which had caused quite a age of which is often encouraged
campaign was mounted.
stir within the local community.) by multinational chemical companies and their local agents Some Asian governments are
aware and concerned about the en- A report by the British charity or- usually results in plants, vegvironmental destruction that ganization Christian Aid says that etables and fruits being laced
industrialisation triggers. These big companies, aiming to export with dangerous chemicals. In
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capitalistic industrialisation,
these chemicals are often employed in large-scale farming
primarily to "protect'' crops. to
make the production process
"more efficient", and to
maximise profits in the shortest
possible time. (What's also
alarming is that several forms of
organochlorines, the chemical
category in pesticides which is
banned in 61 countries, are still
registered in Malaysia LThe Star,
30 April 1996].)

Indeed, in most of the urban centres of these industrialising economies industrial polluting of the air
is compounded by vehicular emission- particularly so in a society
where ownership of motor vehicles is made a necessity by a relative neglect and inefficiency of
public transportation, and also by
burgeoning urbanization that often
causes the capacity of the urban
public transport system to be overstretched. In this
context, making
the fumes from
exhaust pipes
less pungent or
sweet-smelling,
as a certain oil
company in Malaysia once attempted, is a
quick-fix that is
as self-deceiving and as dangerous as a
smokeless cigarette.

that to achieve economies of scale
and maximise profits. goods will
have to be produced on a massive
scale. At the same time, consumers have to be cajoled and convinced. normally via a blitz of advertisements, that they need to buy
these goods to achieve "happiness". Thus, buying is made into a
new lifestyle, and in some cases
unbridled consumplion has become a new religion.

The adverse
effect, howThis method of farming certainly
ever, is that
contrasts with the "ethical farmconsumers
ing" (or organic farming) that is
are encourincreasingly being promoted by
aged to be
countries such as Sweden, which
wasteful.
realise the danger of such unreMeanwhile,
strained chemical use. Britain's
the industries
Prince Charles recently encourconcerned
aged British farming community
are
constantly com-some of whom have practised organic fanning- to go back to "trapelled to proditional methods" of farming as a
duce unnecessary and
long-term approach towards proexcessive eftecting agricultural land. In certain
fluents that
areas in Malaysia, for example, Besides, the inpollute the
organic fanning is being adopted creasingly
Clofu:ed roads aggravate a1r po/lutton
covtronon a small scale in the face of clogged roads and
m ntribute to 'road rage'
ment. Seen
stiff competition from other not only aggrachemical-using farmers and to the vates the air pollution problem but in this light, we could even argue
chagrin of many chemical-based perhaps also ccontributes to "road that recycling of wastes, an origicompanies.
rage" - a phenomenon, now being nally well-meaning concept that is
experienced in Britain as well as being increasingly popularised, has
Air too gets easily polluted in an in Malaysia, in which irascible become a cynical way for certain
industrialising economy- the kind drivers become rude and, in some people to allay the guilt over a
of pol1ution that affects living cases, turn bullies, physically wasteful lifestyle.
things, particularly humans who abusing others.
Furthermore, certain technologies
experience respiratory difficulties
CONSUMERIST LIFESTYLE
can be designed in such a way to
ranging from asthma to bronchitis. Apart from factories, in par- Pollution is indeed very much deliberately shorten the useful life
to
the
capitalist of certain machines, utensils. veticular those that do not monitor linked
and control conscientiously the industrialisation that has swept hicles. etc. - to ensure that customspewing of smoke, motor vehicles much of the world, East Asia in- ers will come back for more. Cerare another major source of air cluded. Such indu~trialisation is tain car manufacturers, for exbased on the economic philosophy ample, have been known to include
pollution.
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"planned obsolescence'' as a feature to be buill into a motor vehicle.

r

economic initiative that is normally built on the profit motive,
hastens the process of depletion.

unmonitored emission of industriall
effluents. for example - has
wreaked havoc to our food chains.
This, in tum, has led to a number
of serious diseases, including those
that are carcinogenic.

Equally worrying i!> the trading Another feature of this so-called
and industrial practices of some of modem lifestyle is the schiwphrethe transnational corporations that nia in the relationship berween
operate in the Third World. Their humans and Nature. We only need In industrialised Europe, for incollective behaviour suggests that to look at the way some people vo- stance, recent findings of scientific
they have been lax in environmen- raciously exploit and consequently research suggest that chemical poltal concern and in pollution con- scar the natural environment in lution is seriously damaging male
trol. In certain cases. a number of urban areas (which are often seen fertility, with 25 per cent of couples
these international companies in terms of precious square metres unable to conceive at present as
consciously invest and operate in and dollars and cents); erecting opposed to 10 per cent a few years
certain developing countries- be- skyscrapers in crowded city cen- ago. This drop is brought about by
cause the pollution regulations tres and condominiums on hilltops chemicals like oestrogen mimics
there are inadequate or lenient. a (which cause soil erosion and land- (The Guardian, 7 June 1996) and
factor that is sometimes made part slides, and later floods); building phthalates (largely used in the
of an attractive package by respec- office and shopping complexes making of plastics) which "mimic"
tive host governments.
close to meandering rivers; and the "effect of natural plant
dumping rubbish and industrial oestrogens and have been impliPresent-day economic globa- waste into big drains and rivers.
cated in birth defects in animals
lisation and the turn to the market
and in falling sperm counts in men.
may only worsen the problem. After having done this, they then (The Guardian, 28 May 1996Y'
(This is not to mention the export try to escape from it all by headof industrial and toxic wastes by ing towards the countryside. Prob- Equally ha7.ardous are chemicals
some Northern countries to certain lem is. if this escapade proves to such as organophosphate pestiThird World countries, at a time be too profitable to some entrepre- cides like DDT. PCBs (polychlowhen industrial pollution bas be- neurs, this part of the countryside rinated byphenyls) and dioxins,
come intolerable in parts of the is soon likely to be "developed", which will remain in the environif not "eco-touristed".
ment for generations, and, warns
developed world.)
the British medical journal LAncet,
HEALTH IS WEALTH
even small amounts of which "can
What is also happening is that
natural resources - many of which It is often thought that, with tech- lead to the accumulation of conare irreplaceable - are being rap- nology and industrialisation, hu- siderable quantities in animal and
idly depleted. The increasing de- mans can always conquer Nature human tissues".
mand for energy - be they oil, coal, in their quest to overcome hardhydro-electric power or even ship, and subsequently to attain The modem lifestyle, erroneously
nuclear power - is triggered by material comfort and happiness. associated with private ownership
population growth and by increas- But this somewhat adversarial ap- of motor vehicles and continuous
ing demands from industries, es- proach to and relationship with traffic jams cause air and noise
pecially the power-hungry ones Nature has often landed humans pollulion, and subsequently harms
and those that operate 24 hours a with disastrous problems and con- the health of all living things. In
Malaysia and Thailand, for inday (to exploit the attractive tax sequences.
stance, the level of pollutants in
holiday to the hilt).
Human intervention in Nature - urban centres has been rising. In
This makes the search for energy through unrestrained and impru- Scotland, industrial and vehicular
sources urgent The privatisation dent use of man-made chemicals, pollution has contributed to the
of certain natural resources, an and
unscrupulous
and death of some 1,000 Scots a year,
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according to the British environmental group, Friends of the Earth.
Young people and the elderly, the
group further noted, "are most vulnerable to asthma and cancer from
traffic and industrial pollution, and
the economy is also suffering
through workers taking time off
and the burden on the NHS (National Health Service)" (The
Scotsman, 20 July 1995). We
might add that the stress and strain
of modern living also damages
human health.
Not only do the countries concerned incur high costs in providing medical treatment to those affected workers, and face the massive loss of working hours, but
they also have to come to terms
with the "killing" of innocent lives
by pollution. What is sorely
needed here are preventive measures - as opposed to curative
medicine- that take into account
all the contributory factors of ill
health. Governments can then not
only overcome the problem of escalating health-care costs but also
avoid the need for remedial measures such as a national health insurance scheme. This holistic approach to health care would also
be able to prevent or reduce the
deliberate "commodification" of
illness and disease for unscrupulous profit-making by some individuals and groups.

A SUSTAINABLE
PLANET EARTH
It cannot be denied that
industrialisation in general plays
a significant role in improving
people's living standards and a
country's economic standing. Unfortunately, the kind of industrialization that is strongly driven by

capitalistic logic tends to be overly considered God's vicegerents and
exploitative and destructive. At its trustees on Earth. This surely
ugliest level, industrialization de- means that humans are entrusted
fies the laws of Nature. tramples to take good care of the world, its
on human dignity (especially of natural environment and all its
the underclass), and mistakes richness.
crude capital accumulation for true
happiness.
The Trust bestowed upon us by the
Almighty must not be betrayed.
In addition, a capitalistic economic Neither should we bequeath a very
system that idolises unbridled eco- troubled and ravaged world to our
nomic growth and at the same time future generations. Hence, we
promotes vulgar consumption and should be judicious and prudent
wasteful lifestyle puts the survival when, for example, we extract oil
and sustainability of our Earth in from earth so that whatever conjeopardy. Those, though still in the sequent pollution there is will be
minority, who believe that there is reduced as much as possible. At the
a limit to growth have already be- same time we must endeavour to
gun to challenge the conventional save a considerable portion of nonnotion of development and renewable resources for the genprogress. Ecologist and former erations to come.
Brazilian Minister of environment
Jose Lutzenberger, for example, Socio-economic planning and decontends that it is most absurd to cisions relating to industrial and
measure "progress" - particularly technological activities based on
one that incurs demolition of Na- social values that are firmly anture, and of life-support systems - chored in spiritual teachings will
by Gross National Product statis- be more sensitive to the needs of
tics. What is needed, he argues, is both the present and future generaa completely different index that tions. Mother Earth will then be
"takes into account losses as well treated with the respect she deas gains in national wealth. When serves. Humans will feel comwe make a new superhighway and pelled to exploit Nature's bounty
cover thousands of hectares of ag- in a way that will result in an equiricultural land with pavement we table distribution of wealth; they
need to deduct that from our capi- will be more accountable.
tal, including all future productivity lost. (New TnternationaList, No amount of money, no matter
how omnipresent and omnipotent
April 1996)"
some humans make it out to be, can
The pursuit of socio-economic effectively and sufficiently undo
progress and consequently happi- much of the destruction and desness must also be consciously ecration some of us have hitherto
guided by the spiritual traditions inflicted upon our physical world.
we cherish, for these are traditions Neither can it adequately overthat help us conduct socio-eco- come the consequent problems
nomic activities in ways that arc caused to fellow human beings,
harmonious with Nature. In Islam, particularly the dispossessed, the
for instance, human beings are poor, and the marginalised. 0
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can hear them talking about "My
husband", and dropping names of
foreign cities.
A goo<! number of wives of Division I officers who are employed in
various capacities and in all rungs
of the Government service are
knowingly or unknowingly destroying the public service. In fact. they
have done a great disservice to the
country and to the people, and they
continue to do so unchecked.
These wives have the security of
their husbands' job - so much so
they have become most irresponsible. They do not even have the
sense of responsibility that a young
office boy may have. Most of them
are proud, mean and arrogant in all
their dealings in the office and to
members of the public. They do not
have any respect for their immediate head or even the head of the department or Ministry, nor do they
take or obey instructions with a
pleasant face.
You give them a little work; they
do not carry that out with interest.
but with a grunt and a long face. You
cannot give them instructions as you
do with other women employees of
equal rank. Every now and then you

For some, the first thing they do as
soon as they enter the office, is to
lift the telephone and dial home.
Then., they make a few social calls
to their friends, and some times they
talk for more than half an hour. They
also use the office telephone to arrange their weekend parties and
gatherings. This is why you find
many government office telephone
lines continuously engaged; you just
cannot get through to these office
lines even if you dial ren times.
Many of them come to work as late
as 9.00 am. Half an hour before closing, they have packed up and are
ready to leave for their homes. You
cannot ask a woman married to a
Division 1 officer to stay behind to
do some urgent work. Possibly, their
husbands go to work at 9.00 or later
in the morning; so, they too foUow
their husband.~.

am taking a day off." Leave at short
notice is as simple as that! What
about the urgent piece of work that
she has to do or that piece of work
that she had chucked aside half-way
the previous day?
Every so often. they anend partiesat official functions and private parties. At these functions, a lot of confidential information is discussed
and freely passed on.
When there is a slight difference of
opinion between her and the head as
to her responsibilities, she does not
hesitate to say "My husband said that
this cannot be my duty" or something
to that effect.
For them, getting a medical certificate from a Government or a private
practitioner is far too easy. All that
the husband has to do is to telephone
the doctor; then the wife lifts the telephone and informs her immediate
head at work that she is on medical
leave. Tt is as simple as thaL The doctor obliges because he too stands to
gain some favour from the Division
I officer concerned.
Women and girls have already
flooded the civil service. The Government should therefore seriously
consider stopping the recruitment of
the wives of Division I officers, no
matter how highly qualified they
may be. Tn fact. as a first step toward.-.
efficiency, the wives of Division I
officers could be retired or asked to
leave.
The Pensions Act needs also to be
amended so that the Government
may have the discretion of requesting these women whose work and
conduct are unbecoming to retire at
short notice.

Some just tell the immediate head
"l have a function to attend; I will
not be able to come to work tomorrow." Some just telephonefrom the
house to say "My helper did not turn Unless the Government gets rid of
up; so I am not coming to work; T these cancerous clements, the GovAliran Molllhly 1996: 16(7) Pagt! 29

ernment machinery is bound to get
clogged up and slow down. What is
worse is that the number of Division I officers is always on the increase; Government service is in fact
top heavy.
Other Government officers who are
unfortunate to have these wives
work under them are hesitant to take
disciplinary action against them under existing regulations because
some fear the consequences. Some
do get some benefits by condoning
these women's inefficiency and indiscipline.

Let us the refore get rid of those who
are sucking the blood of the Government and the people.

Rashid Salleh

Kuala Lumpur
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I have read the article entitled Banks
Hail Call To Foster Savings by the
Deputy Prime Minister. Although I
welcome and support the idea, I
want the banks to give me a reply to
a problem Tam facing.
I have saved and put my money in
Time Deposits, earning a fLXed rate
of interest over the years, when the
government started its privatization
policy. Say, T had a savings of
RM5,000: my total saved after five
years, with an average of 6 per cent
per annum would only come to
RM7,000.
Now, take the example of Ah Chong
who also had RMS,OOO in his bank
account. Ah Chong, being an enterprising person, participates actively
in the privatization process and applies for the share issues with an
overdraft of say RMS,OOO from his

bank. Over the same period, Ah
Chong continues doing this with the
help of his bank in the form of overdrafts. Whereas I could only manage a total sum of RM7,000 for a
five-year period. Ab Chong has
managed to bring his bank account
to well over RM50.000.
If Ah Chong had used some of his
profits to invest in property with a
housing loan from the bank, he could
have paper ac;sets valued in the region ofRM 150,000 (after deducting
repayments for the housing loan following the sale of his terrace house).
Many people in KLare following Ah
Chong's business path. After listening to their success stories, T wonder whether I did the right thing by
putting my hard-earned money in the
bank on Time Deposits for the last
five years!
Now that the prices of shares are
tumbling, the government comes out
with a policy to encourage people
to save. Some companies are even
offering unit trust shares to the public. I never heard of these two things
during the boom years when easy
money was being made by people
like Ah Chong.
To be fair, privatization should benefit the people as a whole and not
just a few. Public issues of share in
privatization projects should be offered to all adult Malaysians, and if
A. B and C were successful in one
issue, the same people should not be
given privatized shares in subsequent issues. Let everybody be given
a chance to own shares in privatized
companies. At present, the same
people can apply for shares every
time there is a public issue. Where
is the fairness, may I ask?
An Angry Person
Kelana ]aya, Selanj!or
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I am concerned about the on-going
war between the Sri Lankan Armed
Forces and the Tamil Tigers, which
hac; caused terrible suffering to TamiJ
civilians. The Tamils are the indigenous people of present-day Sri
Lanka. Before the island was
colonised, there were two separate
kingdoms: one was the Tamil kingdom and the other was a Sinhalese
kingdom. Actually, the Sinhalese
migrated from North India while the
Tamils were already ruling this island.
'Two different nations, from ancient
period. have divided between them
the possession of the island: the Sinhalese inhabiting the interior in its
southern and western parts from
river Wallouwe to Chilaw. and the
Malabars (Tamils) who possess the
Northern and Eastern Districts.
These two nations differ entirely in
religion, language and manners."
1879 minute of Sir Hugh Cleghorn,
British Colonial Secretary.

This clearly shows that the Tamils
were living as a free nation for thousands of years. The present war is
the result of Sinhalese chauvinism
expounded by the selfi~h and unwise
blzikus who have forgotten the essence of Buddhism. Buddhism
teaches non-violence bur these
blzikus carry arms and preach hatred
and violence. The Sinhalese politicians are the tools of these fanatics.
The Sri Lankan government and
Sinhalese politicians are trying to
wipe out the entire Tamil population by indiscriminate bombing
and shelling. Thousands of Tamil
c hildren. women and men have

suffered in various ways. The
Tamils are living as refugees in
their own land without food and
sheller. The Tamils need world
support now! The United Nations
must intervene and recognise the
legitimate rights of the Tamils. As
long as the Tarru Is are denied their
birth right for self-determination,
the war will not end.

But st.aicmenL~ in the media attributed to our PM and Deputy PM
showed scant respect for the law.
Before the appeal was heard, ordinary Malaysians already knew that
construction work on the Bakun
Dam would proceed- as if everything was normal. Please don't gel
me wrong. Although I consider myself a nature-lover.! agree wicb the
need fortheBakunDam project (after reading all the reasons given in
favour of it).

The world must recognise Tamil
Eelam. The Sinhalese people must
have the courage to see the truth and
recogni<:e the fundamental rights of My disagreement is with the disrethe Tamils. Tamil Eelamistheonly spect given to the spirit of the Jaw.
solution to end the bloodshed.
This, to me, has become a feature of
our PM's administration- where
K. Surendran the ends have been used ro jusrify
Pe11a11g the means.

Tbe praises and adulation to mark
our Prime Minister's 15th year in
office have been comi11g in big
doses. As a loyal Malaysian, thankful and appreciative of all that this
beloved country has given me, I do
not doubt our PM's role all these
years in leading and guiding the
country along the narrow path of
peace and prosperity. Congratulations, Mr. PM, for a job well done.

H national interests dictate that the
Bakun Dam project be carried out
at all costs, then declare it so; make
it beyond the reach of the normal
process of law. But don't be such
hypocrites and pretend lhat the noimal process oflaw applies (the ElAs
and what-not) and -when a brave
Judge dares to point out that what
had been done was illegal - try to
subvert the normal process of the
law.

Loyal Malaysian
Baya11 Lepas, Penang

denied'. Human dignity, respect for
the individual, c ivil liberties and the
preservation of human rights are essential in any just society. Without
doubt. governments everywhere
must be concerned with 'humane
govemance,lherestoration of human
dignity and satisfying the hunger for
justice·. The citizens of a counrry
must know and feel that their rights
are protected and that the Jaw provides an independent avenue for redress of injustice.

It is correctly stated that an independent judiciary is crucial for the preservation of the rule of law. To th.is
end, an independent Bar is equally
important. An independent Bar is
essential to the existence of an independent judiciary. Bolh are necessary to provide some form of check
and balance in any democratic system of government. The doctrine of
separation of powers requires that the
legislative, the executive and £he judiciary be independent and exercise
their powers independently of each
other, in the interests of justice.
The Bar shares the Government's
concern for the protection of human
rights. civil liberties and judicial independence and trusts that the Government will ensure that the principles adverted to will be practised
and upheld at all times.

Hendon Mohamed

But I consider myself an idealist too.
I see the specks, which, 1 feel. have
demeaned his accomplishmenrs
somewhat
The latest instance is the Bakun
Dam controversy. My heart was
warmed by Justice Pong's judgment
- I felt there was yet hope for the
man-in-the-street to take on lhe gov- Indeed, the Bar Council fully enernment juggernaut - and on the dorses the view that 'there can be no
basis of justice and fair play, truth justice when the individual is oppressed and fundamental rights are
can still prevail.
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For a few days beginning on 8 August 1988, the SLORC military junta
in Myanma:r/Burma carried out a
massacre of ordinary Burmese citi-

Aung Son Suu Kyi

zens in Rangoon and other places.
An estimated 3,000 dissidents, students. workers, teachers and others
were killed, and thousands of others were wounded. The SLORC itselfput the number of people killed
at 400.
The world must remember this heinous crime against humanity perpetrated by the illegal and illegitimate
SLORC military regime. We mmt
continue to condemn this unpardonable atrocity.
Eight years after this horrific event,
the SLORC continues to deny the
people of Myanmar/B urma their
basic human rights. This bunch of
gangsters continues to refuse to
recognise the will of the Burmese
people as expressed by them in the
Burmese national general election
in 1990 in which the National
League for Democracy led by Nobel
Peace Prize Winner Aung San Suo
Kyi won more than 80 percent of
the seats.
Minorities like the Karens and the
Muslim Rohingyas are still being
persecuted physical! y, cullurally
and religiously. Prisoners have been
bullied into doing forced labour.
Tens of thousands of B urmese
women and girls have been pushed

into prostitution in neighbollring
Thailand. The trafficking of drugs
is tacitly encouraged by the military
junta.

Toer, have been summoned by the
police for interrogation; and the
leader of PDR, Sudjitmoko, has been
arrested.

The fundamental human rights of
organisation and assembly are severely curtailed.

The immediate cause that sparked
the demonstration was the storming
of the PDI headquarters, then occupied by Megawati's supporters, by
the faction opposed to her, which
was aided and abetted by the military. Earlier, the Indonesian military
authorities bad helped this same faction to illegally oust Megawati as
President of the PDT. It is this event
that has eventually led to the occupation of the headquarters. the demonstration and later the detention,
arrest and questioning of the various
people.

ASEAN' s recent acceptance of the
SLORC regime as an official observer is, in the context of the above
abuses, a shameless act. It is tantamount to an irresponsible acceptance
of military rule and militarism. This
love affair with militarism could one
day return to haunt some politicians
and political parties in ASEAN.

Fall Yew Teng
Executive Director
CENPEACE

,rSTOP wrrc.. HUNTING I

AND FRD DI!T~ ~

Megawoci Sulwmoputri

concerned over the recent repressive
actions taken by the Suharto regime
on the PDI, its leaders and also other
Indonesian personalities. As a result
of a demonstration allegedly by supporters of PDL over L30 persons are
being detained; the leader of PDT,
Megawati Sukamoputri, and a world
renown novelist, Pramoedya Ananta
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For some time already Megawati and
her party had been growing in
strength. She has been regarded and
feared as the only possible and credible challenge to Suharto in the presidential election to be held ne.xt year.
Of course, given the nature of the
authoritarian control of the fndonesian government, it would be difficult, or well-nigh impossible for her
to win. But a substantial vote oblained by her would certainly be a
great embarrassment to Suharto and
a long term threat to the regime. That
is why they have decided that
Megawati has to be moved out of the
way.
PRM caUs upon President Suharto
to
stop
immediately
his
government's undemocratic andrepressive actions, release unconditionally all those who have been arrested and detained, cease interrogation of Megawati and Pramoedya.
and stop all witch hunting activities.

Dr Syed Httsin A li
President, PRM

The attack on Iraq by US in the runup to the presidential election is another campaign gimmick by Bill
Clinton. The unilateral military
manoeuvres were aimed at securing
his election. It is tantamount to a
brutal disregard for humn life and
sovereignty of a nation.
The military action taken by the US
in the pretext of prorecting the Kurds
in northern Iraq from the oppression
of Saddarn Hussein is a result of the
adoption of Resolution 678, which
authorised member states of the UN
to use whatever means without any
constraint to uphold and implement
Resolution 606, which condemned
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait during the
Gulf War.
The self-proclaimed world police
armed with an open mandate proved
once again that it will not hesitate
to kill the people of Iraq by playing
up its hatred against Saddam
Hussein whether in order to advertise the modernized military weapons or merely to boost one's selfimage as a crusader for peace during
election time

Failing to do so, would mean !:he UN
is abetting the US to commit a horrendous crime against humanity by
abandoning its own responsibility.
All peace loving Malaysians should
not hesitate to condemn the US and
the UN for abusing the power entrusted to them in the name of defending humanity.

OngEu Soon
Penang

...........
aTOPTHII
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Parti Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia,
Penang views with grave concern the
unwarranted and unjustified
bombing launched against the socalled military targets in Southern
Iraq by the United States of America
over the last couple of days. This
attack by the USA is ostensibly in
retaliation against the Iraqi
Government's military assault on a
certain section of the Kurdish
Community in Iraq, north of the 36th
parallel.

Penang GeraJ.can condemns such
bombing and regards the military action by the USA as yet another interference
by the superpower into the
The mass media once again were
mobilised to remind the world abour internal affairs of a third world soverthe atrocity of Saddam Hussein in eign nation. It must be stressed that
order to justify the military action the Iraqi Government, in this instance,
of the US. After all it has been 5 did not transgress its territorial boundary into another country. Its military
years since the Gulf War.
forces acted well within the boundaries of its own nation state. One may
In view of the arbitrary use of not agree with the actions of the Iraqi
force by the US against Iraq, it is Government but this does not call for
necessary for the world to call intervention, much less that of a agupon the UN to repeal Resolution gressive military nature, into what is
678 as Article 51 of the UN largely anintemal affair of Iraq.
Charter specifically states that the
Security Council of the UN-and The imposition of the so-called exnot the US-should take necessary clusion zones [north of the 36th parsteps to maintain world order. allel and south of 32nd paralle]j, in

the aftermath of the lraq-Kuwaiti
war, into which aircraft of the lraqiKuwaiti war, into which aircraft of
the Iraqi military are prohibited from
flying, represents yet another blatant
violation of the territorial integrity
of another country by the US and its
allies. To add salt to injury, this nofly zone in the south bas now been
extended to south of the 33rd parallel, thereby enlarging the exclusion
zone. These, along with the latest attacks must be stopped immediately.
Economic sanctions, also imposed in
the aftermath of the lraqr-Kuwaiti
war, and which have taken a heavy
toll on the lives of the innocent Iraqi
people, must be lifted. The Iraqi
Government must be allowed to resume its trade relations with the rest
of the world.
It is clear to most that the latest round
of attacks against Iraq launched by
the USA is largely politically
motivatedJt also smacks of double
standards. Israel, which had seen it
fit to ignore the numerous resolutions
passed by the United Nations all
these years, has not only gone unpunished for its aggression against
the Palestinians, but has continued
to receive immense amount of support, be it military or moral, from the
USA and its allies. Such inconsistencies and even hypocrisy lay bear the
real motive behind the US
Government's latest military adventure. Penang Gerakan therefore calls
upon the USA and its allies to at once
cease their military operations
against Iraq in order to prevent further deaths and damages to this nation that has already suffered
enough.

Dr Toh Kin Woo11
Chairman
Publicity and Publications Bureau
Parti Geralum Rakyat Maloysia,

Penang
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materials", is arrested in the interest of the majority of Malaysians.
If it fails to take effective steps urgently to curb soaring prices, the
level of interest among Malaysians in the government's inflation-curbing efforts will dwindle.
Besides, greed that has been rearing its ugly head in our society
might be construed, rather unfortunately, by some as being part of
Malaysian values.

..........,..

UV..AIIDDIIO
...UTIOII

Dawk Abu Hassan Omar

Aliran is concerned about the recent statement made by Domestic Trade and Consumet: Affairs
Minister Datuk Abu Ha~san
Omar that the increase in essential goods will not put a dent on
the government's effort to '"keep
inflation rate below four percent"
and to eventually achieve zero inflation.

On the contrary, recent escalating
prices of essential goods and services, it seems to us, would only
complicate inflation-fighting
campaigns that have been
mounted by the government.

Gan Kong Hwee
Executive Committee Member
25July 1996

Increase in telephone. cooking
gas, water and sewage rates, for
example, have an indirect but certain impact upon the consumers,
particularly the poor, as manufacturers and sellers normally tend
to pass on higher costs of production to the consumers.

The major power failure throughout Peninsular Malaysia on 3 July
1996 not only caused inconvenience to the general public but
also raj sed a number of important
questions once again.

The recent proposed hike in Plus
toll charges will also have an indirect effect on the poor consumers as the increased transport costs
will eventually be added on to the
prices of goods.

The source of the latest failure ha~>
been reported to be the Paka
Power Station . This does not surprise us as we had highlighted five
years ago the serious problems
Paka was facing.

In the wake of this inflationary
trend, the government should see
to it that the obsession with profits among some sections of the
private sector, which is normally
couched in soothing terms s uch
as "increased manufacturing
costs" and "higher price of raw

With the ·'benefiC of the 1992
power breakdo\\ n experience, it
had been expected that Tenaga
Nasional and other relevant bodies would have adequately prepared themselves for such emergencies. This doesn't appear to
have been done. Why?
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In fact, such a bitter experience
only makes us ponder whether
privatisation is really the answer to inefficiency among giant outfit!> such as Tenaga
Nasional or is it merely a transfer of public monopoly to private monopoly - with all its
negative ramifications.
Moreover, TenagaNasional must
make itself more accountable to
the public, especially when it
comes to considering new electricity tariffs. In other words, we
need to know the justification for
the recent rates hike and the consequent increase in its pre-tax
profits.
In addition, as a responsible corporate citizen, Tenaga Nasional
owes Malaysians an apology and,
as a goodwill gesture, should offer rebates to compensate the
public for the terrible inconvenience.
Finally, an independent commission of inquiry needs to be set up
to investigate Tenaga's serious
shoncomings.
DrMoUyLee
Executive Committee Member
6 August 1996

Aliran is disturbed by International Trade and Industry Minister R:rfidah Aziz's call to local
universities ro act as "a technological sponge" to help the pri-

vate sector increase its knowhow.

tiary level - thus jeopardising the
holistic approach to meaningful
education.
We must remind ourselves that
serving the needs of the industry
may not necessarily lead to the
betterment of the nation. In other
words, the industry may well have
agendas that are different from the
nation· s. The universities should
not only always bear this in mind.
but also treat their "dangerous liaison'' gingerly.

Damk Seri Raftdah AZIZ

While we would appreciate the
positive role local uni versities
have in the country's socio-economic development, caution bowever needs to be exercised to ensure that the non-utilitarian purposes of establishing universities
- other than providing skills and
technological expertise - are not
sacrificed for economic and financial benefits.
Universities as a whole are also
expected to play an equally important. social role to critically reflect on issues of the day, to make
constructive criticisms without
fear or favour, offer alternative
ideas and in the process, if need
be, challenge the status quo - not
merely indiscriminately and slavishly absorb knowledge.

This is why we also need to weigh
carefully the constant call by the
authorities to local universities to
emphasise market-driven research
and development.
Besides, this single-minded pursuit of fulfilling the industry's
needs may lead to the appalling
neglect of the arts, and in tum
grievously affect !he nation's soul.
Dr Ariffin Omar
Asst Secretary
6 August 1996

•..anv.IID'OIIra

• 011 CONa'I'RUCIIft

CllmCIIII?
Aliran views with deep concern
the claim made recently by National Security Division directorgeneral Datuk Jaafar Ismail that
"80 per cent of the reports distributed by non-governmental
organisations to their counterparts
in foreign countries are negative
to Malaysia".

Rafidah's call is indeed a reflection of the diuying obsession of
some politicians, technocrats and
certain managers of the local universities to swiftly implement the For one thing, it gives the unfair
policy of corporati!>ation at ter- impression that the majority of the
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NGOs have the penchant to be
mischievous, if not "unpatriotic",
particularly when they are
abroad.
Jaafar Ismail owes the Malaysian
public an explanation about what
he really means by "negative reports"- because, in the past certain government politicians and
officials have been apparently unable to make the crucial distinction between the image of the
government and that of the country. They also seem unable to see
the difference between constructively criticising and smearing the
country's name.

their views are expressed intelligently and in the interest of the
Malaysian people. This becomes
all the more important when the
mainstream media rarely carries
critical views.
Dr Francis Loh
Hon Secretary
/3 August 1996

SLORC regime and to block
Burma's entry into ASEAN until
it returns to democracy.
Ani/ Netto
Executive Committee Member
14 August 1996

I
Aliran isn't in the least surprised
to learn about the mismanagement
and abuse of power revealed in a
Tenaga NasionaJ Berhad internal
audit report.

Aliran urges the government to
block Burma's entry into ASEAN Five years ago, Aliran had highIn this regard Aliran is also con- until democracy is restored in that lighted a letter written by a group
cerned how the director-general country. Of course, Burma's State of concerned engineers in TNB
concluded that "80 per cent" and Law and Order Restoration Coun- who alleged similar abuse of
not some other percentage of cil is keen to join A SEAN as soon power and mismanagement, inNGO reports distributed "are as possible. It is after aU, an ille- cluding shortcomings at the Paka
negative''. How did he surmise so gitimate military regime. which power station - the source of the
exactly? Has he been fair to the bas subverted Burma's demo- latest nation-wide blackout.
NGOs?
cratic process, and is now desperately seeking international recog- Unfortunately, it looks as if no
It is imperative too that Jaafar nition. Malaysia's invitation to action was taken then to invesidentifies publicly the NGOs SLORC chairman Senior General tigate and to address these seriwhich were considered by the Tan Shwe has unfortunately pro- ous shortcomings in the TNB
government as playing a role that vided SLORC with the interna- management. We wonder why.
is "harmful to the nation's de- tional recognition it craves for. This time after a second nationfence and security". By doing so, This dubious policy of"construc- wide power failure we hope the
it wilJ give an opportunity for the tive engagement" stands in stark authorities will seriously probe
NGOs concerned to state and de- contrast to Malaysia's strong the findings of the internal aufend their respective stands.
moral position in refusing to dit report, charge those responrecognise the illegitimate apart- sible for abuse of power and reAll Malaysian NGOs will be im- heid regime in the old South Af- vamp the TNB management.
plicated, directly or otherwise, if rica - a stand adopted by other
he declines to do so. This is cer- countries, which eventually led to Ultimately. what we are looking
tainly unjust and ridiculous.
democracy being restored in that for is a higher level of public accountry.
countability from TNB and other
privatised bodies providng essenFinally. all Malaysians should appreciate that individuals and Aliran therefore calls on the Ma- tial public services and utilities.
organisations have the constitu- laysian government to stop this
Executive Committee
tionalrightto express their views policy of "constructive engage14 Artgust 1996
wherever they are; more so when ment," to isolate the ilJegitimate
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FAT ALLOWANCES

continued from page 40

of RM2.1 billion was reached in cipients of the revision were beJanuary 1996: It wa~ to include wildered at having such a large
at least a minimum salary in- amount added to their
crease for all Government ser- paypackets.
vants.
Since it was a restricted docuThe first shock came when one ment, the Public Service
of the issues which was included Depatment (PSD) was under no
in the settlement- the new for- obligation to extend the Circular
mula extending "full-service" to the workers ' organisations.
pensions, bringing a long- Unions only got hold of the deawaited increase in pensions, tails of the revision almost a
particularly to the Support Group month later. The result the pub-was withdrawn in April. In- lic outburst from outraged trade
sult to injury was added to pen- unionists unfortunately came afsioners and serving officers who ter the perks and allowances bad
would be retiring in the future already been included in the pay
when it became known that of the senior government officCUEP ACS leaders had been a ers- in other words, the outcry
consenting party to the with- came too late to make any difdrawal of the full service pen- ference.
sions which had been successfully negotiated.
The CUEPACS President stuck
to crying foul repeatedly and his
The directive to implement the Secretary-General spoke about
new perks and allowances for the reviewing the claim for full-sersenior civil servants, with effect vice pensions, which had been
from 1 January 1996, was issued sacrificed to the government to
vide Service Circular No. 4 of improve relations with the PSD.
1996 dated 22 June 1996. Imme- The CUEPACS Working Comdiately on receiving the direc- mittee later reacted by calling for
tive, the Accountant General renewed attempts to restore fulltook the unprecedented step of service pensions and by demandimplementing the revision di- ing a minimum housing allowrectly into the salaries of the of- ance of RM230 to replace the
ficers without the usual salary nominal RM90 paid to the Supchanges normally prepared by port Group. CUEPACS also took
the respective departments.
up the other outstanding claimthe abolition of the matrix salary
The Circular was issued as are- system in favour of the one-line
c;tricted document to be acted tier salary scale.
upon as a managerial prerogaFOULING UP
tive. I can think of no precedent
LABOUR RELATIONS
for this move. Jt was done so
swiftly that even some of there- The Government dropped the
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full-service pension formula in
April, arguing that it would cost
too much. Within two months of
that decision, the allowances and
perks of senior government servants were revised and backdated
to January 1996. The cost of the
implementation of these new
perks was 50 million ringgit, for
the benefit of 10,000 senior civil
servants: those in the higher
grades would have received between RM10,500 and RM26,600
as arrears, and those in the lower
grades between RM1, 050 and
RM3,150.

It looks to me that the top civil
servants were unhappy with their
1995 salary revision which did
not bring them the windfall they
had enjoyed under all previous
revisions. During the 1995 wage
revtsJon
struggle,
while
CUEPACS was calling for a better deal for the Lower Income
Group, certain national newspaper editors, without any basis,
attributed the call for a better deal
to Karl Marx and Socialist inclinations. During the salary revision negotiations, top civil servants were asking what was in
store for them in our claim. The
issue became more complex
when the Prime Minister requested that the revision for senior government servants be included in the distribution of the
RM2 billion settlement.
The 1995 wage adjustment was
extended to all government servants. The Support Group received an increase of RM60

while the senior government ser- ter that, they found themselves
vanLc;received RM90, with those left further behind. The paltry
at higher levels receiving sum that was awarded to them
RM150. The maJtimums of the was not in keeping with reality
salary scales were also adjusted and was a far cry from the present
for the Support Group to com- standard of living. It was minipensate for the gross discrimina- mal- especially when one contion against them in the 1992 siders today's high property rentsalaries scales. The only new al- als. There is now no reason for
lowance claim secured for the the Support Group to hesitate in
Support Group was a nominal demanding full housing allowhousing allowance which was ances like those awarded to senegligible compared to the very nior civil servants.
high rates already being paid to
senior civil servants.
The unsavoury fact remains that
a concession of a nominal housUnder these circumstances, no ing allowance for one group has
one expected any further under- been fo11owed by I 00 per cent incurrents to the wage claims creases for senior civil servants.
which the Government said had What was disappointing was that
been settled. Obviously, there CUEPACS was not informed
were. With the surrender of the about the fat perks that had been
full service pension claims and decided for civil servants during
with CUEPACS' assurance of a the negotiations for the general
new era in industrial relations, it wage adjustments. It appears that
must have been taken for granted senior civi l servants have rethat there would be acceptance ceived a double windfall: one,
of an arbitrary post-settlement from the RM2 billion wage adaward for privileged segments in justment and two, from the
the Government service. That higher allowances recently ancould explain why no criteria nounced. It is only just and morwas offered to justify the sudden ally right for the Support Group
increases in the allowances for now to claim actual and reasonable housing allowances in keepthese segments.
ing with the times- there is no
NOT FAIR
reason to postpone this right unTO SUPPORT GROUP
til the next revision. It would be
The perks (not addressed in this more justifiable and compelling
article, such as car, annual house to award higher housing allowmaintenance, etc.) and allow- ances to officers whose salary is
ances paid are very lopsided. (see low rather than to those whose
next page). The Support Group incomes are already colossal and
have fought hard to improve who can well afford to live in bettheir bit. It took a prolonged fight ter homes.
to finally get so little - that too,
only inhousingallowance-for One worrying factor is the underthe Support Group. But, soon af- lying theme behind these allow-
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ances. Public sector workers are
in pensionable service. Unlike
their counterparts in the private
sector whose allowances are included when calculating EPF
contributions, civil servants do
not have their allowances included when pensions are calculated. The value of their pensions
thus goes down considerably because their current salary together
with allowances may reflect a
certain level of pay that
commensurates with the current
cost of living- but this level is
not extended to pensioners,
whose pensions are calculated
based on their salaries alone. Allowances in lieu of salaries is a
strategy which provides shortterm benefits but. in the long run,
short-changes the workers. Pensioners and pensioners-to-be
from the lower ranks with low
salaries will get small pensions
- and they will suffer. lt does
not speak well for the caring society concept that the Government ha~ been advocating so relentlessly.
The current government wants to
be less burdened with pensions.
In the last ten yean;. many efforts
have been made to undermine
pensions. On the other band, the
pension system guarantees and
promotes a loyal, impartial and
stable civil service. The government can afford its present policy
approach of undermining the
pensions scheme because most
government servants are already
pensionable and are there already. Governments to come may
face the real problem of uncommitted civil servants if, by then,

most civil servants are forced out of the pensionable
scheme. The future may then take a different tum
where the public may be forced to demand a stronger civil service to uphold stability.
The two losers in the changing wage policies are the
lower income pensioners and those still in service,
whose allowances are negligible compared to those
of the higher ranks in the public sector. This is a
serious issue for trade unionists and for those fighting for a better pension deal. Not only must allowances be paid fairly to all levels of public sector workers, the allowances paid should be restudied to redress the structure and the rates. All allowances
should be included in the pensions calculation. Before 1970, the take-home pay comprised the basic
salary and the allowances. These allowances were
included when calculating pensions. When the clean
wage salary scheme was implemented in 1970 all
universal allowances were incorporated into the salary and, hence, no one disputed the pension calculations. Now that the Government itself has abandoned
the clean wage policy and civil servants are paid service allowance and housing allowances together with
their salaries, there is no logical justification for excluding these allowances when calculating pensions.
The Government must be fair and be seen to be fair
to all.
CONCLUSION

The Public Sector unions have to address these issues very seriously. Good unionism demands such
action. They have to ensure that pensions are paid
for services rendered. Wage revisions have a corresponding effect on the pensions paid. The government must take this into consideration so that pensioners also get revisions just like other serving officers.
The minimum pension ofRM 180 was fixed in 1980.
This sum is outdated and totally unrealistic and action must be taken urgently so that a pensioner's income will enable him to lead a decent Life. As Lhis
problem affects pensioners who retired before 1992,

the Pensioners Association bas to review this in line
with the corresponding minimum salary now paid
to workers in the Public Sector. Any representation
on behalf of pensioners can only be effective if unions
and pensioners associations take up workers' interests genuinely and join hands in the struggle. This is
what the workers and pensioners expect from their
representatives. 0
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JUSTICE

Top-heavy Civil Service scale
upsets lower-income employees

was told in early July that a new Circular
was out revising allowances of senior civil
servants. Then I heard that new perks were
also being introduced. I counter-checked these with
union leaders who dismissed the possibility. Any
other reaction would be senseless because they were
not supplied with the Circular and this matter also ,
never came up during the 20 months of protracted
negotiations to settle the Public Sector 1995 wage
adjustment claims.

Entertainment
Housing
Posts
Servants
Total

5.300
3.000
4.000
2.000
RM14.300

In the 1995 wage claim. CUEPACS, the civil service union centre, pressured the Government to
make amends for the poor deal given to Support
Group workers in the 1992 New Remuneration System compared to what was given to the senior civil
servants.
The cost of implementing the 1995 claims was RM4
billion, but the Government agreed to allocate only
RM2 billion and insisted that the revision should
~~ver all segments of government servants. NegoL.ations were deadlocked and finally a settlement

I

Public Service A1lowance
65
Housing
90
Total
RM155
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